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Anti-DDoS Service

A DDoS (distributed denial of service) attack is a method of 
disrupting a website and network. It is just one piece of the 
threat landscape. Online businesses, cloud services and data 
centers must be protected against multi-layer and multi-vector 
types of DDoS attacks.

The network layer can be targeted with volume flood attacks, 
network scans, and intrusions that consume the network 
resources - making information unavailable for legitimate users.

The server layer can be disrupted through port scans, DDoS 
attack tools and other attacks that misuse or over-consume the 
resources of the server.

Finally, the application layer is vulnerable to a wide-range of 
attacks that exploit holes in the application security, consuming 
resources or executing malicious commands.

During distributed denial of service attacks on any of the layers mentioned above, there is an attempt to stop 
legitimate visitors from accessing the data normally available on the website, or from accessing private data, to 
vandalize a site, or to completely shut down a service. They may also scan applications and servers for possible 
exploits, or attempt to force access to sensitive data. This can happen to sites and businesses in any industry - 
from financial services, such as banks, to e-commerce or B2B, as well as cloud services & IoT devices.

What happens during a DDoS attack?

What is a DDoS attack?
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The distributed denial of service (DDoS) attack remains a top cybersecurity threat for enterprises. In one 
12-month period, more than 100,000 DDoS attacks had been detected, generating a total of hundreds of 
thousands of terabits of traffic. On a year-by-year basis, the number of attacks increased by roughly 30%. In 2019, 
the average peak size of DDoS attacks rose steadily, indicating that techniques employed by large and medium 
scale attack methods are advancing every year.

 
Volume of data is increasing

At the same time, Internet of Things (IoT) devices are showing up increasingly in DDoS attacks (it’s estimated that 
approximately 170,000 IoT devices were found in DDoS attacks in 2019). As these devices remain connected to 
the Internet almost 24x7 and often contain vulnerabilities that fail to be addressed, they become the hotbed 
of exploits. This generates an urgent need to enhance enterprises’ security awareness and improve efforts in 
prevention and governance of related threats.

To protect against large-scale DDoS attacks, scrubbing of the IP traffic is critical, involving routing incoming 
network traffic to multiple scrubbing centers when a DDoS attack is detected, where it can be filtered as close as 
to the attack sources as early as possible — shielding the organization from getting overwhelmed by malicious 
data packets. 

Not all “scrubbing” is the same

While scrubbing the traffic is effective against DDoS attacks, it comes with one drawback. During DDoS attack 
mitigation, routing of traffic to scrubbing centers can introduce extra time for data to transit the network, 
temporarily impacting business operations. This becomes an issue when the scrubbing centers are located far 
away from the normal communication path between the organization and its users.

The DDoS landscape

For the enterprise, the best way to solve this challenge is to partner with a DDoS protection provider that 
maintains geographical scrubbing centers located at key peering hubs around the world where most of the 
Internet traffic is being exchanged (no matter if it is legitimate or attack traffic). The network latency impact is 
kept as minimal as possible while ensuring clean and steady inbound traffic throughout any DDoS attack. When 
considering that an average DDoS attack can last up to 24 hours, minimizing the time it takes IP traffic to traverse 
the network is critical in order to maintain the user experience at an acceptable level.
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What is blackhole routing ? Is it an Anti-DDoS solution?

Why do you need managed DDoS protection and what are the benefits?

No! DDoS blackhole routing/filtering is a method to mitigate a DDoS attack in which network traffic is routed into 
a “blackhole,” and is lost. When blackhole filtering is implemented, both legitimate and malicious network traffic is 
routed to a null route, or blackhole, and dropped from the network.

Although effective in stopping DDoS traffic to the target sites, the use of black holing helps the hackers accomplish 
their task. The whole point of DDoS is to deny service. Taking a website and a service offline and routing all traffic 
to a blackhole achieves that.

As the growing number of DDoS attacks shut down servers, disrupt operations, render websites useless, and lead 
to unauthorised access and even data theft, your organisation needs to reconsider how to prevent them, since 
traditional defences, such as firewalls and intrusion prevention systems, are no longer enough. Such DDoS attacks 
have grown every year, not only in the number of occurrences and in the multitude of the attack traffic in each 
occasion, but also in their complexities, every organization should be prepared in order to guarantee the:

1. Brand value. To maintain your revenues and growth opportunities by protecting your online investments and 
brand presence from interruption.

2. Customers’ loyalty. The customer trust and confidence can be considered as the single most damaging effect 
on the impact of DDoS attacks.

3. Performance stability. Get maximum value out of your online infrastructure investments by protecting your 
online transaction capability and revenues.

4. Compliance. Most global industries are governed by regulatory compliance requirements. Proof of DDoS 
protection measures is often required to meet audit standards.

Why choose PCCW Global for managed DDoS protection?

PCCW Global’s family of anti-DDoS services provides a full range of DDoS protection, both in the cloud and on 
premises. Utilising industry-leading DDoS protection technology and global scrubbing centres, our services give 
organisations the widest security coverage, the most accurate detection and the shortest time to protect against 
today’s most dynamic and evolving DDoS attacks.  The PCCW Global Anti-DDoS Services are available in three 
options: On-Demand, Hybrid and Always-On.
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For more information, please contact: securitysales@pccwglobal.com          www.pccwglobal.com
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• Global scrubbing centers help reduce latency 
A global network of 25 scrubbing centers (SCs), 13 co-built with technology partners located in Frankfurt, 
London, US East, US West, Hong Kong, Singapore, Taiwan, Johannesburg, Seoul, Tokyo, Kuala Lumpur, Sydney. 
More than 9 Tbps of attack mitigation capacity, these widely distributed SCs provide regional coverage, 
including North Africa and the Middle East. Proximity to SCs can reduce extra latency from SC to customer 
site during a DDoS attack. It helps maintain a satisfactory level of user experience.

• Minimum traffic re-routing lead time 
As the connectivity provider to the customer, PCCW Global can re-route the traffic to regional SCs in less than 
a minute.

• Market-proven technology 
Multiple attacks of over 450Gbps were successfully mitigated by PCCW Global in year 2020, with protected 
businesses not feeling any service interruption.

• Resilient, global network footprint 
PCCW Global is a Top Ten, Tier 1 IP Transit provider with over 9.3T backbone capacity covering all 
geographical regions. This footprint enables us to absorb attack traffic effectively.

• Customer trust 
More than 50 references globally, across various industries.

Anti-DDoS 
Service Description Recommended For Details

On-Demand 
Service Mode

Enables the customer 
to self-divert its DDoS 
traffic to PCCW Global’s 
scrubbing centers (SCs) 
during detected DDoS 
attacks

For organisations that are 
not subject to frequent 
DDoS attacks.
e.g. bank purchases DDoS 
protection for regulatory 
compliance purpose

• No on-premises equipment is required
• Traffic diverted to PCCW Global’s SC only upon DDoS  
 attacks
• No connectivity latency increase in non-attack time
• Lowest cost; simplest deployment
• Automatic traffic diversion to SC based on certain  
 threshold on link utilisation rate, packet per second,  
 bit per second, etc.
• Manual triggering of traffic diversion to SC at the  
 customer’s discretion

Hybrid 
Service Mode

Integrates with on- 
premises equipment 
to provide real-time 
DDoS detection and 
mitigation, even 
without traffic diversion 
to PCCW Global’s 
scrubbing centers

For organisations with 
sensitive system or 
infrastructures, but is more 
risk-tolerant. 
e.g. revenue loss for an 
e-commerce site

• Customer-Premise Equipment (CPE) will be installed
• More comprehensive profile for real-time DDoS  
 detection and mitigation algorithm  by CPE
• Route announcement & manipulation during attack;  
 network under multiple upstream environment
• No connectivity latency increase in non-attack time

Always-On 
Service Mode

Enables the customer’s 
IP traffic to be diverted 
to PCCW Global’s 
scrubbing centers at all 
times in order to detect 
and mitigate DDoS 
traffic immediately

For organisations that 
are sensitive to service 
downtime and less risk 
tolerant, or are very likely 
to suffer from frequent 
DDoS attacks.
e.g. interruption to an on- 
line gaming app causes 
significant dissatisfaction 
among players and officials

• No on-premises equipment is required
• Customer traffic is diverted to PCCW Global SC all the  
 time
• Quick to activate DDoS mitigation since no need to  
 divert traffic to SC during attack
• For DNS diversion mechanism to protect website,  
 it includes additional web-site protection by Web  
 Application Firewall (WAF)


